Art is the flowering of a nation. Its form amalgamates and crystallizes those ideas that the people revere, admire, and cherish, and to which they aspire. Accordingly, by looking at the spirit and dignity of an artwork, one can judge the level of a culture; by the depth of its poetic resonance and taste, one can discern the refinement of a people. The arts of Japan have excelled since ancient times: the exquisite appearance of Buddhist statues, the high refinement of landscapes, the appeal of picture scrolls showing the lives of holy men, the poetic charm of flower and animal paintings-all of them cast a shadow behind art's lens. They illuminate era after era in the temples of Nara and Heian, making manifest the exquisiteness of ancient times. Extending down to the early modern era, they are like a hundred floral brocades in a forest of ink. Delicate plum blossoms and sumptuous peonies, together emanating their splendor, impart their fragrance and brilliance to one thousand years of history. Art is truly the legacy of successive reigns, virtuous sages, and great benevolence, as we evoke the spirit of our ancestors and gather together their flowering petals. We are charged with the truly urgent responsibility of preserving and developing these characteristics, which bequeath their brave radiance to posterity and to all four corners of the world. Now is a rare and glorious time, the enlightened reign of Meiji. In this era, we search for models everywhere, drawing on ancient and modern times, and seek knowledge broadly, from the East and West. We shall extol the exemplary achievements of the Meiji Restoration and encourage a demeanor of refinement and elegance. And we will forge a path for industry and the economy. It is my hope that this publication of Kokka will serve to express opinions concerning the promotion, preservation, supervision, and instruction of the arts; propose objectives for the preservation and development of painting, sculpture, architecture, and the various branches of the art industry; 1 and display the flowering essence of this nation and its people.
In this world, just as in Buddhist practice, it is no easy matter to overcome the hindrances that lie before one's eyes, cross to the other shore, defeat the demons of the realm of desire, and gaze upon all phenomena in their suchness. When one cultivates a lotus with great care and is besieged by wind and rain, only a country bumpkin notices the whiff of its autumnal fragrance at a rustic bamboo fence. On the other hand, when one plants a willow without particular care, it grows to fill the heavens with cotton-like seeds, and in casting myriad threads, it attracts and moves human emotions. Is not the way of the arts similarly difficult? In my opinion, the enterprises that its future organization demands ought not be limited to one. We may well ask whether current methods of the administration of the arts sufficiently fulfill the responsibilities of effective management and ensure adherence to established practices and regulations. At present, the Imperial Household Ministry is responsible for the investigation of national treasures, the Ministry of Home Affairs oversees the preservation of shrines and temples, education in the arts falls under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Education, and the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce manages art exhibitions.
2 With various functions divided among ministries in this manner, we cannot yet ask for a governmental agency to assume responsibility for art in its entirety. Not only are we unable to follow the lead of countries such as France and Italy in establishing a ministry devoted exclusively to the arts, but it is also impossible to formulate a comprehensive strategy for the arts in the absence of an administrative entity that oversees these various projects. At the very least, if in the struggle between Japan and foreign countries we wish to meet on equal footing, then we must harness the artistic power of the entire nation and admonish the leadership, or else we will be unable to make the vanguard and the reserves obey their respective commands. We may well ask, has the promotion of the arts in fact resulted in the appreciation of truly superb craftsmanship and freedom for artistic activity? Ours is not a time to cultivate master craftsmen who work on hereditary stipends from noblemen, as in the Togugawa era. Likewise, it is not a time for devotees of refined dilettantism to spend great amounts of money in order to develop exquisite skills. Art has already reached a point where it cannot be separated from supply and demand. Foreign demand must expand, and yet those works that follow the predilections of the market are bereft of graceful sophistication, and what is cast away to meet foreign tastes is lacking in genuine excellence. For this reason, art promotion must be cultivated among the people and the public, and artists must be encouraged to assume a prominent place in society. At present, our society rewards second-rate artists while leaving its masters to suffer hunger and cold. How can we produce masterpieces that usurp the powers of creation and make the gods weep, even if we desire to do so? We may well ask, have the methods of art preservation already been perfected? Since the establishment last year of the Temporary National Bureau for the Investigation of Treasured Objects, 3 the treasures stored at temples in Kyoto, Osaka, and Nara have been sorted and registered in the National Registry of Treasured Objects, 4 halting their further dispersal by making their have not yet exhausted all of the methods of art preservation. Next, with regard to the actual state of the arts, is painting today in fact free of faults, and in no need of future development? In this country, since ancient times, the wonder of painting has consisted of brush movement, the depth and smoothness of ink, and the harmony of colors-these have been our special strengths, not liable to criticism. Painting can be improved by expanding the areas of its application and by utilizing the ever-new knowledge of the Meiji era. These advancements pose no hindrance to our distinct characteristics, but rather can serve as a way to develop our spirit. Alongside changes in modes of living, styles of architecture, and so forth, painting must also change in turn. Just as differences arise in social aims and individual tastes, so too must different painting motifs be implemented accordingly. Yet what I intend by employing so-called contemporary knowledge is not, as one faction of extremists argues, a direct mimicry of Western painting. And what I intend by preserving characteristics of the past is not, as the narrow-minded conservatives maintain, a stubborn clinging to the artistic traditions of the ancients. Rather, I seek progress in accordance with a universal world movement that inquires into history, follows established systems, and cultivates an independent spirit of Japanese painting. To put forth one example, the development of historical painting is an instance in which our country lags behind. Perhaps one explanation for this is that under the feudal system with rivalry among local warlords, there has been no ground on which a concept of the nation could arise. Another is that as an isolated island surrounded by the sea, there have been few opportunities for exchange, so that no notion of the national polity could come into being. Literature has remained a pursuit of the upper classes, and education has not been universal. Similar to life in what is known in the Buddhist cosmology as the "world of illusions," all progress has been obstructed. Nevertheless, Japan developed its own particular style from around the H∂an-Tenji period (1120-25) to the Genk∂-Kenmu period (1331-36), when emulating the Tang style had already waned and the Song style had not yet achieved popularity. It was at this point that a true Japanese-style painting was first perfected, 6 with Toba S∂j∂ casting the first stroke, followed by the likes of Mitsunaga, Keion, Nobuzane, Yoshimitsu, Takakane, and Tadahisa. They depicted the circumstances of their era, transmitting them to posterity. -bring together the azure blood of heroes and the scarlet tears of beauties. These paintings must be offered as the pinnacle, for they are truly national treasures of a hundred generations. Be that as it may, all of these small scrolls are hidden away in archives, unavailable for public display. Compared to the virile breadth of those wall paintings that are exhibited in public halls, they are unable to evoke such a broad emotional response. Many recent historical paintings, if not tinged with the popular spirit of Hokusai and Y∂sai, are constricted by size and materials, so that they merely create landscapes with the fragments of Mitsunobu's mountains and rivers and the dregs of Tan'yº's sweetness. 16 As such, these paintings do not suffice to express the vitality of our nation's people today in the Meiji era. In my opinion, the idea of the national polity has never been stronger than it is today. Paintings that depict our ancestors, who displayed great loyalty to the Imperial Household, and the exploits of those heroes, patriots, and men of virtue who gave their lives to the nation, bind together the aspirations of the people. Paintings that depict the divine winds that turned back the waters and scattered the Mongols in the South Pacific can inspire the heroic spirits of a mighty army and stir the patriotic hearts of the masses. Considering the future of painting, while Buddhist images cannot return to the splendor of old, historical paintings should be promoted all the more in order to promulgate the development of national thought. The imperial capital should become a ground solemnified by the magnificence of rare wonders and superhuman virtuosity, and the Imperial Diet should become a sky where dragons soar. This is a path that, guided by the spirit and techniques of Mitsunaga and Nobuzane, will lead to those places not yet reached and will preserve the distinct characteristics of our painting while developing new knowledge. There are examples in ukiyo-e that display the same characteristics as historical painting. Anatomical study provides universal models, and perspective is a law of nature. Thus, there is no reason why applying these [European] methods should harm the distinct characteristics of Japanese painting. Preserving the distinct characteristics of our nation does not necessarily mean merely following the paths of the ancients at all costs, adhering rigidly to tradition. The
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painters of the Meiji period exert strenuous effort as they move ahead. Grounded in the distinct characteristics of our country, they advance without hesitation.
A discussion of the history of sculpture will bring us back to the same point as painting. At present, with the exception of two or three sculptors, if they are not clumsy makers of Buddhist images, then they are generally coarse carpenters of temples and shrines. If they are not craftsmen of fine ivory carving, then they are nothing more than carvers of vulgar netsuke. I do not yet know of anyone who is capable of creating a true masterpiece. For this reason we must call attention to fine artisans and urge the broadening of motifs and materials for sculpture. We must employ the spirit with which J∂ch∂ and Kaikei sculpted the features of buddhas and bodhisattvas, and apply it to the portraits of loyal retainers. 17 We must employ the skill with which they ornamented sanghas and lamas, to decorate our public halls and parks. I have heard surreptitiously that there is a plan to install outside the main gate of the Imperial Palace a bronze statue, either of a famous retainer who has an exceptionally close relation to our country's history since the middle ages, or of an imagined figure who is to represent the national polity.
18 And from what I gather, there is also a plan to erect a statue of the elder statesman who consented to the great enterprise of the Meiji Restoration, to pass down to subsequent generations. 19 The placement of the monument to the Mongol Invasions and the matter of the Nihon newspaper art competition are sufficient to demonstrate the public's yearning for statues of historical figures.
20 Looking at this matter from the standpoint of materials, the dry lacquer technique, which has been used for statues in the Sangetsud∂ and the Kaidan'in at T∂daiji in Nara and elsewhere, is a good material for sculpting and appropriate for interior decoration. At present, our country is most skilled in methods of bronze casting, but its intricacy does not measure up to the imperial mirrors at the Sh∂s∂in or the flower garland gong at the Kasuga Shrine, nor does its grandeur measure up to the Sakyamuni Buddha at Kanimanji or the Healing Buddha Triad in the Golden Hall at Yakushiji. We must establish strategies for learning from the past and utilizing this knowledge in the present.
Architectural techniques have an important relationship to everyday life, and architecture is accordingly charged with harmonizing with the other arts. With wooden houses, there is the danger of fire. When the north wind blows, countless structures are reduced to ashes. It is thus difficult to preserve architectural properties forever. Yet are brick and stone structures able to withstand earthquakes? When thunder roars, mountains crumble, and oceans dry up, can one entrust one's life to them completely, like the temples of old? Can another kind of architecture, like that which was founded on a riverbank amidst thunder in the city of Rome, develop in the same way here in the different climate of the East? Should a people who have loved well-lit windows and desks clean of dust, and who have always dwelled in the open air, live instead in houses with windows covered and doors shut, in dark and gloomy rooms? Should the architecture of an island nation, dark with long periods of rain and hazy with humidity, exhibit the same characteristics of houses in Northern Europe, enveloped by great snowstorms caused by the north wind blowing from thousands of miles away? In short, the questions of architecture cannot simply be explained away with respect to issues related to art. We must illuminate and reflect carefully upon the issues of sanitation, lifestyle, social sensibilities, and so forth. Architectural form must take into account our country's historical development and be based on the particular characteristics of the people, such that the architecture of the future will develop naturally. It is entirely unnatural for the Japanese people to transform Tokyo into a microcosm of Berlin, or to remake Kyoto in the image of Paris.
In considering the present state of the art industry, cloisonné, ceramics, textiles, embroidery, lacquerware, and woodwork are exquisitely detailed, and some of it surpasses the work of old. The designs, however, are uniformly incomplete. Design must be based first on function, then on materials, such that the form of the object is fixed before it is decorated. The beauty of the pattern, the dexterity of the craftsmanship, all must accompany the form of the object as a whole. Yet society sometimes confuses the beginning and the end, and in focusing on the skill of the decoration, no attention is given to function. The resulting deceptive shapes and mysterious forms are those of luxurious objects that are removed from their functions. They fail as everyday necessities in Japan, and become nothing more than laptop playthings abroad. How, then, can one glean the true essence of the art industry? Art industry today responds to only a small fraction of people's needs. It is thus possible for the art trade to expand its activities and occupy a broader segment of the market. For this reason, the future of art industry should make a thorough examination of all of its objects, expanding its commercial range to reach the entire global market, where its standards will be tested against other products, whether to succeed or fail.
Let us turn our consideration to the academic study of art. Eastern art history is as of yet imprecise. Who has taken up historical writings and analyzed the synthesis in our country of artistic qualities that arose from our exchange with Korea, China, and places in Central Asia and produced a detailed history of its development? Who has directed their gaze to the ink masterpieces of Wu Daozi, Li Longmian, Xia Gui, Ma Yuan, and others that have been transmitted to Japan, to compare them against the great treasures of Chinese history, and judged whether or not these are the glorious traces of the Tang and Song masters?
21 And who, with detailed and meticulous publications, has extracted the spirit of Japanese art and offered it up for the appreciation of the common people in Japan and for display abroad? The benefits of art education are not yet disseminated throughout the country. Has a foundation for cultivating people's sense of beauty for the future really been established? The effects of art exhibitions, too, have not yet found success throughout the country. Has a system that confers public commendation on true masters really been established? It is, alas, not yet possible to ascertain these two points. Ah, it is indeed no easy business to remove these hindrances to achieve the perfection of art!
Yet art is an exquisitely beautiful jewel. If a jewel is not polished, it will not shine. Art is the fragrant flower of culture. Flowers will bloom with the arrival of spring. This is the reason why Kokka will plant a flag on the altar of art. Kokka also desires to preserve the true essence of Japanese art, and hopes that Japanese art will make advances by building on its distinct characteristics. The art of the future will be the art of the people. Kokka will not stop calling upon the people to protect and preserve the art of their country. To illuminate the glory of Japan and exalt the brilliance of Meiji, art must capture the glorious spring scenery of heaven and earth. It must take up the marvelous work of nature with comparable artistry, vying with the delicacy of plum blossoms, the sumptuousness of peonies, and all of the other special qualities of different varieties of flowers. It must lose itself in the March snow like the spirit of a butterfly and the dream of a nightingale.
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We trust that the Kokka of today will serve as the spring deity of the future. 
4.
Zenkoku h∂motsu ch∂bo.
5.
Teikoku hakubutsukan kansei.
6.
Yamato-e.
7.
Toba S∂j∂ (1053-1140), also known as Kakuyº, was a Tendai monk and artist in the Heian period (794-1185). Tokiwa Mitsunaga (fl. 12th century) was a painter in the later Heian period, and was especially famous for his painted scrolls. Sumiyoshi Keion, also known as Keinin, was a painter of Buddhist images in the Kamakura period (1185-1333). Fujiwara no Nobuzane (1176-1266) was a leading portrait painter in the early Kamakura period. Tosa Yoshimitsu was a painter in the Kamakura period, known for his work in the early fourteenth century on the Sh∂ji of the Worthy Sages (Genj∂ no s∂ji), a traditional iconography of worthy Chinese wise men that adorned the Hall for State Ceremonies (Shishinden) in the Imperial Palace. The painting was meant to frame the sitter of the imperial throne as a proper Confucian monarch who listened to the counsel of his ministers. Takashina Takakane was a palace painter in the late Kamakura period. Kose Tadahisa was a painter in the late Kamakura and early Muromachi (1333-1568) periods.
8.
H∂gen heiji kassen emaki (13th c.).
9.
Gosannen gunki (1347).
10.
M∂ko shºrai ekotoba (late 13th c.).
11.
Kitano Tenjin engi emaki (late 13th c.).
12.
Kasuga gongen genki e (1309).
13.
eden. 14. engi.
15.
gy∂j∂ki.
